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Liberal City, Conservative State Robert William Thurston 1987-09-17
Between 1906 and the outbreak of World War I, Moscow was the locale
of great uncertainty and experimentation. Moscow's liberal leaders
sought social and political stability for their city following the violence of
the 1905 revolution by offering attractive programs in education,
employment, housing and other areas to Moscow's unruly lower classes.
They were countered in their efforts, however, by central authorities of
the Old Regime, who feared the political effects of these programs and
stressed social rigidity. Liberal City, Conservative State examines the
resulting clash between the city and the state as it brought to the surface
and exacerbated the deep tensions plaguing Russia by the eve of World
War I. It focuses on the roots of this dispute, juxtaposing the Old
Regime's rural background and orientation with the urban concerns of
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Moscow's liberals, and sees the state's essential failure in its inability to
come to terms with the realities of urban life and growth. Providing new
perspectives and insights into Russian liberalism, the scope and urgency
of urban problems, and the importance of tsarist ideology in conditioning
development after 1905, Moscow's story sheds light on the unsolved
dilemmas and contradictions that pushed Russia inexorably toward
revolution.
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Russian Second-language Textbooks and Identity in the Universe of
Discourse Olga Mladenova 2004 This book provides an overview of the
changes of the Second-Language Learning discursive formation and the
Identity discursive formation in Russian history. It proposes an
explanatory model in which small-scale linguistic detail is joined with
larger-scale language units in order to illuminate matters of cultural
importance in their linguistic guise.
Московский государстванный 1972
Education in the Soviet Union Mervyn Matthews 2012-05-04 This
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book provides a comprehensive survey of the successes and failures of
education and training in the Khrushchev and Breshnev years. The
author gives an objective assessment of the accessibility of the main
types of institution, of the contents of courses and of Soviet attempts to
marry the functioning of their education system to their perceived
economic and social needs. In addition the book has many useful and
original features: For ease of analysis it summarises in diagram form
complex statistics which are not usually brought together for so long a
time period. It provides a systematic account of educational legislation;
Matthews’ comparison of series of official decrees will allow subtle shifts
in government policy to be accurately charted. Particular attention is
also paid to a number of issues that are often neglected: the employment
problems of school and college graduates; the role and professional
status of teachers; political control and militarisation in schools; the
close detail of higher education curricula; and the rate of student failure.
Of special value is the chapter on those educational institutions which
are often omitted from Western studies and which are hardly recognised
as such in most official Soviet sources.
Crossing Boundaries, Building Bridges Annie Canel 2005-08-08
Women engineers have been in the public limelight for decades, yet we
have surprisingly little historically grounded understanding of the
patterns of employment and education of women in this field. Most
studies are either policy papers or limited to statistical analyses.
Moreover, the scant historical research so far available emphasizes the
individual, single and unique character of those women working in
engineering, often using anecdotal evidence but ignoring larger issues
like the patterns of the labour market and educational institutions.
Crossing Boundaries, Building Bridges offers answers to the question
why women engineers have required special permits to pass through the
male guarded gates of engineering and examines how they have
managed this. It explores the differences and similarities between
women engineers in nine countries from a gender point of view. Through
case studies the book considers the mechanisms of exclusion and
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inclusion of women engineers.
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